Looking down on or looking up to
Bucharest’s public spaces
Militari and Drumul Taberei between vernacular design and
urban policies

by Ioana Tudora and Mihai Culescu
Bucharest today is a city confronted with rampant
political resignation: the seven town halls (both the
six sector or municipal ones and the main
metropolitan one) are hotbeds of corruption, and
civil society is too weak to form a credible
resistance against the construction and
development mafia since the population remains,
for the most part, passive. In this rather grim
context the future of public spaces cannot be very
bright. Usually neglected by the municipalities,
small public spaces (squares, street alignments,
parks, etc) are nevertheless once in a while
subjected to huge and useless investments such as
for exotic plants or kitsch ‘amenities’. This kind of
‘care’ for public spaces is reinforced particularly
during the regular electoral campaigns, in order to
impress the awed population.
Meanwhile, important public spaces, such as parks,
lake shores, sport clubs and swimming pools are
dismantled in order to make place for malls or
other real estate developments. This happens in the
most discreet way, far from the public eye. In
addition, the public spaces surrounding the
communist apartment blocks are more or less
abandoned by the municipality, and if not they are
mutilated by weird and expensive ornamental
objects. Where public administration is generally
ignoring these small (but extensive) spaces,
neighbourhood dwellers are using them in a variety
of ways. Green surfaces are transformed into
parking lots, garages are placed on the vacant and
‘free’ land, and little shops are erected.
Those spaces which have fared better are usually
cared for by neighbourhood dwellers. Some
people, those that live on the ground floors of the
former socialist apartment blocks, create their own
private gardens in front of their windows, on what
is in actual fact public space, thus increasing the
inhabitable surface. Others are creating shared doit-yourself spaces, improvised and used by groups
of neighbours, indicative of a DIY mentality that
has the potential to transform temporary spaces
(Haydn and Temel 2006). Yet, in spite of the lack
of coherent policies at the municipal level, the
Administration of Public Spaces sees it fit to
sometimes destroy these informal and improvised
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arrangements based on small personal and
collective investments in the name of ‘civic’ values
or aesthetical or ethical arguments.
In this context it is appropriate to talk about a fight
for public space and public spatial resources. The
city authorities, in tandem with the big developers,
are imagining public space as a repository of all
sorts of empty plots, ready to be filled with huge
structures, according to a sort of logic of
exploitation that defines these public spaces as
unused capital (Haydn and Temel, 2006). Ground
floor dwellers, on the other hand, are imagining the
very same plots as private spaces, as tentacles of
their apartments, while others have appropriated
them to park their car, fighting with the other
neighbors over whether a parking lot can be
‘owned’ and if so by whom. Women are dreaming
about informal playgrounds for their kids, men are
dreaming about grills, beers and backgammon.
Meanwhile different professionals are imagining
perfect mono-functional solutions: architects are
dreaming about new houses to be constructed,
town planners are imagining new streets or other
kind of infrastructural solutions, landscape
architects keep talking about urban ecology and the
maintenance of green (non-ornamental) areas.
In this conflicting ambience we have tried, together
with our students, to imagine how to create a
congruous environment in the Drumul Taberei and
Militari areas. Those are two of the largest
assemblies of communist apartment blocks in
Bucharest, with more than half million people
living there today. The usual approach to such a
project would be to start with a birds-eye-view
strategic plan. This is the ‘professional’ attitude,
consistent with the way in which those
neighborhoods were initially conceived anyway
(what the Danish architect and urban designer Jan
Gehl has called bird-shit urbanism, where the
architects’ droppings are deposited on the land
underneath). This top-down perspective does not
pay attention to the little gestures nor the little
spots of conflict or harmony. It is an abstract image
of a future city that nobody can imagine in every
detail. Nevertheless, as Mies van der Rohe taught
us, “God is in the details”, so we have tried to

approach a large scale project from a bottom-up
perspective, starting from the details in search of a
more general vision. Thus, in the framework of an
urban landscape planning project the students
analyzed the vernacular spaces around the blocks,
as well as the general open space framework of the
whole district, aiming to understand both private
necessities in the proximate spaces of dwelling but
also the urban general layout of green and public spaces.
The project, which students develop during the
fifth semester of their studies in landscape design,
has two aspects. The first is a more anthropological
one, focusing on actual space uses, and on
individual and community behavior in and
approaches to public space. Interviews and
observations made in situ reveal a series of
appropriations of public space, generating both
conflict and cooperation between groups of
dwellers or between ‘insiders’ and ‘outsiders’. The
’insider’ status is not necessarily granted on the
basis of one living in the neighborhood, but rather
on forms of participation in joint activities such as
gardening, spending time in the self-built
pavilions, sharing the play-ground or other public
spaces. Thus, along the lines of Norbert Elias’s
concepts of ‘involvement’ and ‘detachment’ (Elias,
1987), it is possible to discern a detached
‘outsiders’ approach and a parallel vernacular
construction of public spaces and of the
community, generated by common practices and
involvement in DIY projects for a shared benefit.
In the light of the fact that the decisions that matter
are usually made on a higher political level, this
kind of vernacular interventions are normally
temporary intrusions in a site that seek to make
alternatives evident (Haydn and Temel 2006).
Where the ‘insiders’ are explaining their actions as
a reaction to the lack of care shown by the local
administration and as a solution for their needs, the
‘outsiders’ (authorities, developers, urban
designers, or even the uninvolved dwellers) are
often claiming the illegality of the vernacular
occupations, an attitude that is more often than not
also motivated by their own private projects.
The second aspect of what students are doing is to
design an urban plan, focusing on green

infrastructure and public spaces networks, which
aims to propose a coherent and comprehensive
green system, integrating and connecting
peripheral natural areas, urban parks, and
wastelands recovered trough landscape design. At
the same time, based on the first part of the study,
the aim is to integrate the vernacular perspectives
and practices of the ‘insiders’ and to propose
further detailed projects that can be matched with
and incorporated into the ‘outsiders’ perspectives.
Thus the strategic plan is not generated by a
‘general’ vision, but is rather the result of a process
of negotiation between the existing realities and
daily practices of actual space use and the more
‘abstract’ necessities of the entire city, like public
health, accessibility, social integration, urban
ecology and sustainable development.
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Unlike most urban design projects our aim is not to
search for aesthetical solutions, i.e. design for the
sake of creating generic beauty, but to try to
develop an ethical approach, based on functional,
social and ecological requirements which can
respond to both the general strategic demands and
small communities’ needs and identities.
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